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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
 

Report on Petition to Amend Official Zoning Map No. SJZ-3 

Application No. ZAJ-20-4 

Petition of R. Johnson VI Holdings Living Trust, Russell Johnson, Trustee (authorized agent Jon 

Euwema) requesting that Parcel No. 8-Y Estate Carolina, No. 1 Coral Bay Quarter, St. John be 

rezoned from R-1 (Residential-Low Density) to B-2 (Business-Secondary/Neighborhood).   

PROJECT PROFILE 

Owner/applicant: Russell Scot Johnson, as Trustee of the R. Johnson VI Holdings 

Living Trust as per Quitclaim Deed dated August 23, 2012, 

Document No. 2015004048.  Limited Power of Attorney was 

granted to Jon Euwema. 

Acreage:  Parcel No. 8-Y Est. Carolina consists of 0.37 acres, as shown on 

Drawing No. F9-3389-T75. 

Current Use: The property is not in use but has the foundations of an old retail 

shop and refreshment stand (Colorful Corner), which was last in use 

in 2011 and destroyed in the 2017 storms.  This use operated under 

234 of the Zoning Law, Nonconforming Uses.  Section 234 (h) 

states, “Any nonconforming use of land or building which has 
ceased by discontinuance or abandonment for a period of one (1) 

year shall thereafter conform to the provisions of this subchapter.”  

 Proposed Use: A mixed-use development: retail, residential/hospitality units, 

restaurant (grill) and bar.  

Surrounding Uses/Zones: To the north is undeveloped land. To the east is the Chateau 

Bordeaux restaurant.  To the south is Bordeaux Mountain Road.  To 

the west is undeveloped land.  The surrounding area is zoned R-1, 

P-Public, and B-2.   

Infrastructure: Water needs will be supplied by cistern, and wastewater will be 

handled by sewage treatment plants.      

Public Response: At DPNR’s public hearing held September 29, 2020, eight 

attendees questioned and expressed concerns with the proposal.  

Prior to and after the hearing, 12 letters/emails were also submitted.  

One letter expressed support while the others expressed 

opposition/concerns.  Below is a summary of the questions and 

concerns expressed prior to, during, and after the hearing: 
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1. Number of bar seating? 

2. Number of restaurant seating? 

3. Expected project cost? 

4. Considering major extraction or earth change?  Where will fill 

go? 

5. Propose on-site parking of 7-11 spaces.  Where will overflow 

parking go?  Across the street is property owned by others.  

There is no agreement with adjacent landowners for overflow 

parking. 

6. Parking is a major issue especially when Chateau Bordeaux is 

rebuilt. 

7. Driveway sight distance is inadequate. 

8. Parking inadequate and dangerous for a blind switchback. 

9. Dangerous stretch of road for pedestrians crossing and vehicles 

backing into road.  

10. With no setback requirement from Route 10- Centerline Road, 

vehicles would find necessary to back into road. 

11. Numerous near misses witnessed coming around hairpin turn 

of intersection, between Centerline road and Bordeaux 

Mountain road. 

12. Lot size is substandard and too tiny for so many uses, parking, 

and sewage treatment system. 

13. How will accommodate Federal Highway right of way? 

14. Will site be a taxi tour stop?  How will accommodate 

disembarking tourists all needing to use restrooms? 

15. What measures can be taken to mitigate blind corner? 

16. Stormwater management not discussed.  

17. Impact on traffic/traffic management.  Proposal fails to address 

traffic safety. 

18. Rezoning would allow any B-2 uses to be developed (including 

night clubs, gas stations, convenience stores, bars, and others 

incompatible with general location).  

19. Severe site constraints (lot shape/unusual topography, size, 

highway frontage) are not appropriate with B-2 zoning. 

20. Past commercial use does not confer right to B-2 rezoning and 

was much smaller footprint than what’s proposed. 
21. Paying commercial taxes does not confer right to a rezoning. 

22. 2011 to 2017 attempts to rent location had no takers.  

Knowledgeable businesspeople did not think safe or desirable 

location to encourage customers. 
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23. It was not discussed how commercial delivery (including water 

trucks) or commercial trash disposal/storage/removal will be 

safely accommodated. 

24. Use variances may be considered but only after submission of 

site plan addressing parking concerns, highway ingress/egress, 

driveway location(s), sight distances, bathroom facilities, septic 

system design, and storm water management. 

 

Analysis: During the department’s public hearing, Mr. Johnson testified he 

proposes a mixed-use development over two phases: two 200-

square-foot one-bedroom residential units, four 200-square-foot 

retail shops, a 14-seat bar and 36-seat grill/restaurant.  The entire 

project would consist of seven buildings (a maximum of 2 stories 

tall) taking approximately 2 years to complete, with the first phase 

being the residential/hospitality units. 

 After the public hearing, conceptual drawings were revised, and Mr. 

Johnson now proposes three 200-square foot one-bedroom 

residential units, three 100-square-foot retail shops, and a 48-

seating bar and grill. 

 The rezoning was requested because the property was used 

commercially in the past and nearby properties have been rezoned 

to B-2.  As previously mentioned, Section 234 (h) of the Zoning 

Code placed a discontinuance or abandonment period of one (1) 

year that thereafter a property must conform to the provisions of the 

Zoning Code, which was adopted on October 1, 1972.  The 

abandonment period allows for the eventual elimination of 

nonconformities.   

The surrounding area has had two rezoning attempts, with both 

granted B-2 zoning in 1984 and 1992.  The requested B-2 zoning 

was intended for shopping centers, immediately adjacent to primary 

business areas.  The small number of rezoning attempts in the 

surrounding area does not indicate the area is changing from 

primarily residential.  The department also determined the site’s 
unusual shape, topography, size, and highway frontage would not 

be conducive to commercial use of the density and scale proposed 

by the applicant.  Traffic ingress/egress and parking poses safety 

issues thus the department recommends denial. 
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